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 Sugar Cane Hauler Safety Rules and 
Inspection Requirements  

 

SEPTEMBER 2021  

+ Wear seat belts at all times when driving or traveling as a passenger in a vehicle.  

+ Obey all traffic laws, including speed limits and complete stops at signs and signals.  

+ Never race a train. PLAN to see and stop for the train. Slower approach speeds are 
necessary when view of the tracks is restricted. Don’t expect to hear the train; cab noise 
can block the sound. When operating in traffic, do not begin crossing tracks until there is 
room to cross and pull clear of the tracks. To avoid stalling on the tracks, select a gear 
before crossing and don’t shift until clear of the crossing. Do not drive the vehicle through, 
around or under any crossing gate or barrier at a railroad crossing while such gate or 
barrier is down or in motion to open or close.  

+ Cane trailers have a high center of gravity. Negotiate curves and turns SLOWLY.  

+ Do not use cell phones while driving. The distraction may cause an accident. Allow the 
phone to go to message and then call back when stopped  

+ -trip and post trip inspections daily. Immediately remove a defective 
vehicle from service until necessary repairs are made.  

+ Clean windshield and all lights daily  

+ Defensive driving: Maintain a 4 second following distance for a vehicle combination 
length of forty feet operated at less than forty mile per hour. Add one second for speeds 
over 40 mph. Add an additional second for each 10 feet of length over 40 ft. (A 60 ft. 
vehicle traveling at 55 mph should maintain a seven (7) second following distance under 
ideal conditions with additional cushion added for road, traffic, night driving, and 
inclement weather.  

+ Eat small amounts regularly to avoid heavy meals while driving. Rest fully each night. 
Driving is a performance task. Drivers are responsible for planning personal activities to be 
rested and alert for the driving duties. Remove yourself from service at the first sign of 
drowsiness.  

+ Discuss medications with your doctor. Avoid over-the-counter and prescription 
medications that may cause drowsiness. If ill, stay home until well.  

+ Plan to drive a schedule that allows driving time, maintenance/repair time and rest time 
each day. Utilize professional mechanics rather than stealing needed rest time to 
complete repairs. Set your personal limits and practice them to obtain regular rest. Check 
with family and co-workers regularly. Empower them to tell you when not to drive.  

+ When climbing in and out of the cab, maintain a three-point contact by keeping both 
hands and one foot or both feet and one hand on the on the grab handles and steps. Face 
the inside of the cab when climbing. Don’t jump from the cab.  
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+ Clean the truck steps regularly  

+ Replace the non-skid material or step if surfaces are worn smooth  

+ Repair or replace bent or broken steps  

+ Keep sunglasses and eyewear clean.  

+ Obey load-site safety rules  

+ Obey mill unloading safety rules  

+ If loading, unloading or parking adjacent to a traveled roadway is anticipated, carry and 
wear a reflective vest when walking on the traffic side of the vehicle.  

+ If a breakdown occurs along a public highway, don a reflective vest and place reflective 
warning triangles at the front and rear of the vehicle. Carry the triangle with it facing the 
traffic to increase your visibility. Avoid walking on the traffic side of the vehicle. If it is 
necessary to walk between the traffic and the truck, walk facing the traffic.  

+ Report all accidents and injuries immediately.  

Shop Hazards  

+ Keep shop floors clear of tools, parts, hoses and other tripping hazards.  

+ Clean up spills or leaks immediately.  

+ Use handrails when ascending or descending stairs or ramps.  

+ Do not jump from ramps, platforms, ladders, steps or equipment.  

+ Turn off and unplug electric equipment and tools before repairing, lubricating or cleaning 
them.  

+ Utilize Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFI) protected circuits when using electric tools 
outdoors or on damp shop floors.  

+ Do not use extension or power cords that have the ground prong removed or broken off.  

+ Do not connect multiple electrical devices into a single outlet.  

+ Do not use frayed, cut or cracked electrical cords.  

Vehicle Inspections  

The following specifications for tests and inspections are general reference values. The 
manufacturer’s values should be obtained and followed when available. In cases where more 
strict DOT requirements apply, those regulations should be followed.  

+ Obtain owner’s manuals for all equipment and familiarize yourself with all safety and 
operating features including required inspections and service.  

+ Maintain the power train and tires in good condition to avoid roadside breakdowns. Any 
roadside repair is hazardous due the adjacent traffic. Tires should have a minimum of 
4/32-inch tread on the steering axle tires and at least 2/32-inch tread on all other tires.  

+ The air brake system should be in excellent condition with no air leaks, prompt recovery of 
air pressure by the compressor and operational low air pressure alarm.  
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+ All brake shoes are inspected and meet minimum thickness specifications  

+ All brake system checks should be conducted on level ground with the wheels chocked to 
prevent vehicle movement.  

+ S-cam brake actuators must be checked for proper adjustment. The parking brake should 
be released. When the service brake is applied, the pushrod stroke should be no more 
than 2-inches. Optionally, brake adjustment may be checked by hand. Pull hard on each 
brake slack adjuster. If it moves more than about 1-inch adjustment is required. If brakes 
are out of adjustment, the unit should be removed from service until a competent 
mechanic has properly adjusted all brakes.  

+ Check the rate of air pressure buildup. At operating rpm, a starting pressure of 85 psi 
should build to 100 psi within 45 seconds. (If indicated by manufacturer’s specifications 
this time can be greater only if the equipment has been provided with oversize air tanks.) 
[In single air systems (pre-1975), typical requirements are pressure build up from 50 to 90 
psig within 3 minutes with the engine at an idle speed of 600-900 RPM.]  

+ Check for excessive air leaks by starting with a fully charged system of 100-125 psi. Turn the 
engine off, release the service brake, and let the system settle to a steady pressure. Note 
the pressure and use a watch to time 60 seconds. Again note the pressure. If the pressure 
for a single unit (tractor or straight truck) has dropped over 3-5 psi, the unit should be 
removed from service until the air leaks have been identified and repaired. For a 
combination tractor-trailer, the pressure should not drop more than 5-7 psig.  

+ Check for excessive air leaks with the brakes applied by starting with a fully charged 
system of 100-125 psi. Turn the engine off, release all brakes, let the system settle to a 
steady pressure, apply the service brake with a full steady pressure on the brake pedal, 
note the pressure and use a watch to time 60 seconds. Again note the pressure. If the 
pressure has dropped over 4-6 psi, the unit should be removed from service until the air 
leaks have been identified and repaired.  

+ Check the low-pressure warning signal. With the key “on,” pump the brake pedal slowly 
and repeatedly to bleed air pressure from the system. The low air pressure signal (light 
and/or buzzer) should come on before the system pressure reaches 55-60 psi. 
Continuation of this process will test the automatic engagement of the trailer brakes 
when the pressure reaches 20-40 psi. The parking brake valve knob will pop out.  

+ If not provided with automatic drains, blow down all air tanks daily.  

+ Test parking brake-use the yellow diamond knob, pull to set- this sets the spring brakes. 
Older vehicles may be equipped with a lever that controls the parking brake. (Do not use 
the pedal brakes. The added force of the service brake and spring brake may damage 
components even though some systems are designed to prevent application of service 
brake pressure when the parking brake is set.)  

+ Cab is clean with all items securely stored  

+ Steps and handholds in good condition  

+ All lights and signals are clean  

+ All cab glass is clean  

+ Check for emergency equipment including 3 reflective red triangles, a fire extinguisher, 
spare electrical fuses and reflective vest.  
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I acknowledge the discussion and receipt of a copy of the above safety rules and inspection 
requirements.  

_____________________________________________________  

Print Employee Name Signature Date  

 

Company Name: ____________________________________ 


